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Introcuction ? /

N:RM

i
Imagine standing in front of a theatre-after viewing an exciting and:enjoyable

film. Further imagine that a friend meets you and asks you to tell her or hirn. about
,..,-.1

,
the movie. T,hequestion would activate certain.processes in your mind involving organizing '

....
and reconstructing the sequence of events, remembering the various episodes and infor-

t / k

mation related,to topics, subplots, etc., You might suppress trivial information and
. i,,

emphasize major events. You may search your memory for information in order, to ,
, ' w

i A

r

--, respond to More of the listener's questions. This.is not an easy task and involves an

re)r
O0

4

emphasis on memory after the processes involving enjoYirig and understanding the .

0
.

movie have been put to rests Th'e main point is thatsthis process involves something .

. \ ', ,.

that differs from the actual-enjoyment and understanding that took place during the
a

-process of yieviing.the film.
,

Traditional approaches to assessing reading comprehension are analogous to the

situation presented above. Traditionally, a student' reeds a passage and then, having

finished, is questione& There may be value to this way of measuring comprehension,

but this after -the-fapt ,approach' may involve prOcesses which differ substantially from

the actual process of comprehending which takes place as we are actually reading

(or watching a film).

,
(1This investigation has been supported, in part, by an Idaho State University Grant

No. 486.

.;
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11 le doze procedure hai been used more recently as an apprdach to assessing
-

comprehending. One of the values of the doze procedure would appear to be that

it deals with the interaction between the reader and thelext during reading, riot after.,
the proceses omplete as in traditional assessments, However, before concluding

that the doze procedure is a direct measure of comprehending, N:ve would do Well' to

1-discuss some conflicting results of research in this area.

Cloze Procedure
.

It does appea r that the doze procedure seems to ta p some processes related

to- cbmprehendinig. :Rankin (1965) found doze test_ esults correlated in tee .70-.90

rang with standardized comprehension tests. Jongsma (1980), in reviewing research.

V ..

on the doze, stated, "The doze is most effective in developing reading comprehension."

?i). 20). However, Grundin and Others (1981) suggested that the doze, orocedure may
, .

'' _

. v.

not be a valid measure of global comprehension. In a studyiacross three languages,
. i

.

it was found that doze comprehension and globail comprehension have a common variance

. . %,
. .

which is' about thirty-five percent of the total variance. They stated, ": . . the fact

that areader can do well on doze tasks is no guarantee of overall understanding-1%.
c

(p. 122). Carroll\(1972) stated that linguistiC.,clues located in the area of the missing

,word are, the primary element influencing Cloze responses...Shanahall, Kamil, arkit Tobin :

(1982)'assessed the sensitivity of the cloie orocedure as a measure of the abiliy to

.4

use information across sentence boundarlel Based on three expeimenis-these researchers
o

concluded that, "it seems to be unreasonable to use and interpretdoze in classroom'

practice as a global measure of reading comprehension." (p. 250). This appears to indicate
.1

that the doze procedure is tapping some kind of reading abi.!ity but not enough43 suggest

a strong connection to global comprehension.

The present investigator has noticed that many students can perform wellsin

doze procedures and yet not demonstrate global comprehension of

read. McCabe and Pehrsson (in press)found that deaf students were able'to demonstrate

t they haye

0
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undkstanding of a passage without being able td perform well on the cl8ze procedure.. .

They related this failure to langUage. problems. The clone procedure may correlate

highly with'compr ehension because it assesses the ability to make linguistic inferences

and this may be an important com po*nt -which most readers use during reading. Many,

not all, students who can make accurate linguistic inferences based.oiisyntactic

and local 'Semantic cues are also .good comprehendeis. The ability to perform well

on a doze procedure may be more direFly elated to language processes.than to under-
- 4

standing the overall intent of the author and related ideas (global comprehension).
zo,

.e

ti 6 /
i a, `

The Op-In Procedure; °'

In attempting to assess global compreh9Ision during the process of reading this

investigator develoPed* asses nent apProach which seems to combine the in-process
-4 151

/ ^

V ue of the clole procedure but with added emphasis on integrative thinkina art'd global
.,

0

'co prehending.

The Op-In Procedure i
)s a type c:losure procedure in which sentence endings

are deleted from a passage. The passe usually fonsists of minimally twenty sentences.
's 4 A, n .

Vis

and ap.proN.me.telieiery other sentence -ending is deleted. There should be at least
. .

ten Op-In deletions. Three methods have beenatried and all seem adequate-for assessments.

1. Delete the main verb and she entire rernaindei- of the sentence.,,

2:. Divide the sentence ln half arid delete the last half. (,For an uneven number'

of words in -a 'Sentence, delete the latv,er portion.)

3. Rktain the first foutt;wbrds and delete the req.tr of the sentence.

In all oli41)e aboCt methods if there are fewer than five words in a sentence,

`leave it intact and delete from the following sentence. Questionsoin the text are also

. / /,
4

left in tact. The title he passage is deleted. In place of the deletedsentence ending

a line;is dr-wn equal to the length,of the page (see example later 1-). tt)is article). TI;is.

approaCh is intended for readability levels beyond the primary level. In this Op-In.

Pro.geaure the student has the option to fill in based on his/her opinion of what the
.

.
a

i author may have intended: thus the derivation of the term "Op-Fn." 'Pit student may

k-:, l'
.

ago
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., 1 - , .

either write-the sentence ending or road the passage (silently gr orally) and complete
k .

the sentence orally"., This,can be,recorded on tape for' later transcription.'
. -

,
. .

. . .

Pilot Studies

Pilot studies were conducted with junior', high sc1-; ool students. Hundre.ds of student4

in'both rural and urban areas have been assessed (Pehrsson 1975). The following passage,

was one used for the develop'ment of an Op-In Procedure in which the main verb and
1

remainder of the sentence Wlas deleted.'' Thisbe -In ProCedure with khe author's original

sentence ;endings printed in follow?. ? - This will be used for comparing subjects' Op-In

responses.
'11

'Ihsert Op-In With Authr's Sentence Endings

. r :7"d. ..

c

Brenda,. a seventl'i grade student in the pilot stUdy, had originally read this p+age
-------- ---

.1.

orally in its ¶ntirety about six months before doing an Op-IrloPyocedure. At the time
I

i A

of her 'first ce.ading,84enda had explairled that the. passage was about the wolf man

and that tile4wolf man had cornmitied mam7murdersrin Miami for fifteen years and
'vs

he also ment,to Cleyeland and ci5mmitted m any murders. 'He would come out when

the moon was full," she said, "and he enjoyed going to the ocean and Swimrhini." Her

in'terpretatibn of the article:differed Considerably from the author's intent. She made ret .--- .

no errors in word accuracy. Generally, Brenda did Itery well on cloze proCedures, scoring

ififty to sixty percent by filling in the exact word deleted. however, she very of en
. /-l .

came up with a story or major idea which differed from the author's original intent.

(Usually her stories were )nore exciting.) At the time that Brenda did the Op-InProcedure,

;he had little memory of her first reading. She read the passage silently and her oral

Op-In (sentence completion) was recorded and later transcribed. g-fer performance

on 'the Op?In Procedure is demonstrated below.

2 Permission has been granted by Xerox Corporation for reproduction of this
It appeared in You and Your World, Issue 23, March 20, 1974t.

,
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ror'
Insert. BrendarseOp-In

.

It appears th ;t Brenda projected hear owr) anticipations and thus completed the

:sentences with ideas that differed considerably from the author's. In this case,.her
.

scheme involved relating ideas to, thettopic ofethe wolfman-while the author's scheme

..involved relating ideas to the topic that the mobn may affect hurnan.behavior.

.' In thjs pilot studyanother. youngster named AMY, an honor stydent in the sarne
, .

junior high schooli-also did the Op-In Procedure on the same article without havin,g
-

read the.article'before. Her Op-In Procdurerfollows.

Inge-Ft Miss Op-In Procedure.

1

'4

r - ,

In comparing Missy's Op-In to.the.original article, iri some cases Miss's ideas

were very similar and, in one case (0p-In
V

No. 3), exactly the, same as the author's.
4

Missy indictted (Op-In No. 6) that scleptists chose to measure murdels because murderg
.. .

.,,: . ..... . i
--------,--are kept in record form. While the author,Suggetted a less subtle answer to the question.

...-
*)

, -

(Her response seems to improve the authors meaninOlthough it differs. It does make

sense to gather data that is already available in a record form.) In comparing Missy's.

academic record to Brenda's recoY4Missjt was scoring very high in, all her classes whil

Brenda was failing iri'd7ee out of her four major subjects. It is interesting to note,
/,

ho..vevel-, that b

studies textbooks.

Miss and Brenda made no miscues when reading their own social

Word identification problems were not presentlor either student.

In this pilo,study, another youngstqr,4-5heila, was-also having difficulty in school(
-

but she demonstrated a differenrscheme as compared to either Brenda orI:Mis v. Her,

'Op-In Procedur4,on the same passage'follows.

N.

Insert Sheila's Op&rn
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.\ .

It seems that Sheila-did no appear to be integratingfinformatidn around a-topic
t. 4 11

, (either her own or the author's)., Her ideas seemed to be fragmented.' Her Op-In respo'nses

seemed to hive related more to the beginnng of the sentence (local context) as compared

to the overall topic.

Brenda definitely seernpj to be integrating information. She,swas integrating.
it in terms of her own schema rather than the schema of the authot. She was projecting

.. ,
.. . - ,,g.

her own intent but not interacting with the-aithor's. Missy seerned'to integrate informa-
v .

tion based on prior-context of the sentence, the author's topic, and her own experiences.

, She Chteracted ,with the author, demonstrating anticipation'of the same; or similaF;
.02" s e

meaning as compared to the author's,intent. Sheila's responses wee fragmented..
. .

Her Op -In completions made sense only with the sentence or, with the prior sentence:

She4's Op-In respgnses demongtrated little or no integratiOn. She did not seem to

interact with the author's topic nor did she appear to demonstrate integrative thinking
.

around any, topic. _Yet she also performe4 well'on most,cloze prOcedures (40=6096 range)

in ter jbcial seudies text and made few and usually no miscues w file reAding orally.

Integration s,vith`ihe author, and the integration of ideas around a topicfmay be

important' processes connected with global coMprehension. Based on pilot studies the

Op-In Procedure seemed to demonstrate value in assesping)Tlobll comprehending.
-

'ca
e

I :

The Study.-
°

/
An investigation was conducted: (1) to deterMine if the Op-'In Procedure is a X

valid approach to measuring global comprehending vi d(2) to determine if patterns
.1.

of thinking (similar to Brenda's, Missy's and Sheila's/could be diseovergd related to

integrative thinking.,

In this study, every other sentence was delOed except for the first four words.

If there were five words or fewer in a tenlence. that sentence would be left intact

and the ending of the-neXt sentence would. be. deleted. Three passages 3, written on

\
3 Re ding for Conceots.-.; (.Level F), New York: Vebster-McGraw-Hill, 1972.

Jp



sixth, grade 'revel dealing basically with scientific concepts,: were chosen for the study.

The scientifivoncepts were that of quicksand, mirages, andloorning. Etch of these

three passages were p?epared in three different ways. Each passage was developed

into a doze procedure, an Op-Irf Procedure, and a comprehensiOnquefstion task with
.1

< emphasis on main idea, and 'topic- related connections (global comprehension). Fiye,

multiinle-Choice questions *ere developed for each passage..', Titles were deleted in

three rnethods of .assessments Both passages and methods were controlled for

order of presentation. 'Af: 9.Otivities were performed w-ithia,pne week.

Kinety,4six seventh grade subjects from two junior. high schools participated in
, ti

the study. -Students were selected fr,Om both urban and rural environments. All

.7

students had previous' experiences with comprehension question tasks and also with

the cl4ze procedure. Special insti-uctionswere given for the Op-In Proctdure. Students

t s
t .

were asked to complete the_sentences by %%triting in their own words. They were assured,

that" they were not eected to guess exactly what the. author s,aid.

Analysis
, , t

Responses were grouped into one of five c tegories and rated on a4 to 0 scale.

This form of categorizing responsesteleveloped out of the_ _pilot studies.

1. 'Same or very similar to author's intent (4points).
/

2. Different from author's'intent but makes sense and contributes to author's

topic (3 Paints).

'3. Different from *and fails to contribute to author's topic but logi?ally demon-

strates integration of readers topic (2 points).

4. Makes sense only in local.context, fails to...contribute to

repetition (1 point).

5. Fails to make sense, far off topic, vague (0 point).
As

anty topic or.simple

For the doze procedure and,comprehension uestion tasks'n'avv scores were easily-

derived. However, for the.,pp-In Procedure, respohses were categorized twice ,
ft



4 -

independently by two judges with an rnrerrater reliability of .88, All final scores

agreed on bv consetiaus of the two judges.

L.

Results
... \f,3,

. - ,:
Comprehension questions, and the Op-In le?'erceritmeAtotal raw score divided byA

6 , I G
(

1 o .

possible total score) scores' yielded a correlation pf .722 while cloze procedure and

global comprehension-questions Yielded a gorrelation of .498. A regressi9n analysis ,

indicated that thecOrrelation between the comprehension scores and the,Op-In Procedure

Was significant (F = 3/0 at the .01 level. The regression analAs indicated that the

correla.tion be)tween the cloze procedu%-and comprehension questions was not
.

(F = 4.3). TheOp-In Proceduri appears'tb-be.a.4alidiapproach to assesSing global

comprehending during the process6of reading.. Although the cloze procedure may have
-.. .

value,, it appears questionable asto whether it shodld be used as'an 'approach closely
1

e , ) 4

tied to global comprehension.

Patterngdid emerge. Most subjects.used one of the following patterns:

1. interactive pattern (like Missy, some subjects Used bOth author's and reader's

. °

schertnes to intearatep ,

2, projective pattern Wile Brendasome subjects used mostly reader's own

scheme to integrate meanings),

3. fragmented pattern (like Sheila, some subjects used local context such as

beginning of sentence 'Without integrating any scheme), .

- ,

no pattern determined (some students seemed toe-change patterns and were

inconsistent). .. k A

..
\ If the subject's response. was determined to be the same, very similar to the authOr!s.

.

... ,

intent, or different but contributed to the author's topic, it was classified d.' interactive.

The response was classified as projective if it was different, failed to contribGte to -

, .

-the author's topic but related to the reader's topic. If the response madesense only

in a local context ftie0 crinnin'a of sentence. or prier sentenCt), failed to contribute to
ci,

- .
.. ,/-

--,
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any topic, faileEf.to make sense, Was far off the topic or wasvauge, the, response was

categoriz41 as fragmented'

A pattern was determined if a subject's Op-In responses fit into one of the cate;-

garies at least fifty per,cent of the time.The patterns .were divided rather-evenly among
$

;the ninety-six subjects. ,

Iiiteractive pattern - 22 students.

2. Priojectivepattern - -28 students.
1

Fragmented pattern - 26 students.

4.
d\
No'pattern determined.- 20 students.

,

. \

* . According to the method of scoring eStablished prior to 'the analysis cJata,

the 'students-who were caiegbrized as interactive achieved the;highest score while

si '
those who were categorized as fragmented received the lowest. Those with no pattern-.

I

,

observed were mixed in their achievernent levels. The following charts were used

ano.to score e d categorize Brenda's, 's ndSheila's 01-In Procedure.

S')

Insert Three ,harts of Op-In Analysis
4

Conclusion - 2\ 6
,

The Op-I9, Procedure exposes global comprehension, processes as well as deviations '

from them in an interesting way. Some reades seem to use, priMarily, thezraphic

,information just 'Fior to the deletion without _developing presuppositions about the
N.

-.
author's s'eneme or using prior world experiences. They seem to think in fragments .

rather than to keep 'in mind the overall topic. Ot er readers seem to use graphic infor-
,
mation on the page in codjunction with their previous world experiences but neglect. -; s_

.
. .

. : ,
_

the development of presuppositions -about the author's scheme. 'They integrate by
. < . A.

.

..

assimilating without adcommodating -to:the author's intent. The proficient readers, .

4
however, make use.of graphic information. their own previods'world experience, as

. .. gi'

,

e, .
. \

.
...

; s
a.

ti
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\co."-
r

well as consistently developing more and mo,re accurate presuppositions about the

author's scheme. 6

. ) ..- .

A proficient reader. appears, to be able to pull information from threp sources:

presUppositions regarding/the authdr's intended meaning; prior world experience related
G. ss!

to, the author'S,topicid graphic information on the page. During reading, the reader

develoPs presuppositions regarding the author'S scheme. these presup sitionS are

based, in partronthe topic and related ideas already
1

read. The readerthen activates
. ..2-

i,

his or her own scheme and draws on previous world experiences related to the topic. .,
, .

The reader then anticipates what wiK be on the page, makes inferences, and selectively
,

\ 1 - .__,K
i

r-": t
inregards graphic information on the page. That ormation is then matched against

the scheme and adjustments,are made involving accepting, refining, or rejecting either
. 1

the schemes or the graphic inftormrftioh.

%, The. Op-In Procedure may be \cobststent with bottom-upt too - down, and interactive,

6 \ ;
models of reading (Wildman and Klirfg 1.978- \Readers who were classified in the .

. ,

fragmented category ray be using a bottom-up model. Readers
I

who project _their

own ideas without regard
.tdthe au.ibr's intent-may be using a pure1 top-down model.

0

* [
I The i, tegrate their previOus experlences with the_experiences intended

.
., t .

.. .
.

by the authot th ough the-development'of presuppositions and, additionally; use the
,e k . : ,...- . \

.graphic info` rn a t i o n , may be using an interactive model of readi4g, perhaps the most
.

ideal model.

The Op-In P\-ocedure appears to drwith the.processes involved.in thinking &prigea

. silent reading and seems to assess global coinprehension. The -In Procedure allows
. C

0

for monitoting and assessing comprehending easily.; efficiently,-and with a minimal

Amount of interference during the very act of reading. It is heped that 'Otis- study-will
\>

>open the door to more in-depth research involving integrative thinking during .reading.

10
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.,
'AUTHOR'S ORIGINAL SENTENCE ENDINGS,-

Everyone knows title story of the wolfman.
>'

INTO A MONSTER f
When the .moon was full; he TURNED

terrible thingp
4.1

. - And he c.iid

Can the?moon really make people mean and does the.moon really have something to

,

do with the way people -act? rTwo scientists' here at Miami's School of Medicine

,17,3A.YE MADE A NEW DISCOVERY

They/found that the moon doe's seerrif, to affect the way people behave. Dr. Arnold Eicher

and Dr--. Carolyn Sherin 'DID A STUDY

. .

They checked the dates of MtrAers in the Miami area over

4
15 -Year time period (1956-7:0X, They FOUND THAT MANY. MORE MURDERS TOOK PLACE

DURING THE FULL MOON OR THE. NEW MOON THAN AT OTHER TIMES

Then they studed'the murders in'the Cleveland (Ohio) area fora 13 year period'

(1958-70). Their "firidingS'the're. WERE ABOUT THE SAME

e

full .moon.
:

. More murders took place at the time ,of the new or

Why did the scientists choose to measure murders

5
ACTS

7

'MurdLIS ARE VIOLENT

. If the changes

tlieMoon have something:to' do with murders, hey may have something to do with all

violent-acts.. Does this mean-we're all a little moon mad? No But Le DOES SUGGEST'

THAT VHE'CI-IP:NGES OF .THE MOON ,MAY '14411/,c... SOMETHING TO,DO WITH PEOPLE'S BEHAVIOR

Scientists have known- for a long that the moon pulls on the waters of _the

of the moonearth.' The pul14.
'CA.USES THE WATER OF THE WORLD'S OCEANS TO RISE

-,

This is what is known as tides. The pull of the _noon

9 , IS STRONGESZAT THE TIME OF THE NEW OR FULL MOON-.

-10

11

,This stronger pull causes higher tid-e-s-:.

BODY IS MOSTLY WATER

entists/ also KNOW THAT-.THE HUMAN.

1 And now thisstudy makes

'some scientists wonder. Could the pull of the moon -CHANGE THE WATERS OF THE HUMAN

? And could such changes ri,-;:ake

certain people - or all people -rmo're_likely to be violent? °

BODY

13



BRENDA %.*

Everyone oWs the story of the wolfman. When the-moon *as f14.1, he

I HAIR ALL OV R HIMSELF

terrible things.

GREW

. And he did

Can the moon /really make people pearl and does the moon really have something to

do With the way people act? Two pcientists here at Miami's School of Medicine

IN . FLORIDA STUDIED THE WOLFMAN

They found that the moon does seen to affect the way peopl behave: 'Dr .---gincid Lieber
ra

WERE Two DOCTORSand. Dr. Carolyn Sherin
N

. Theythecked the
, i

1.5.year t,ime period (1/95,6=70). They

4 /
MURDERS //

dates of murders in the Miami area over a

FOUND THAT THE WOLFMAN COMMITTED MANY

Then they studied the murders in the Cleveland (Ohio) area for a 13 year period

*

(1958-70). Their findings there WERE THAT,THE 'CN'OLF1\./IAN LLED MANY

PEOPLE r More murders took place at the time of the new or

full moon.°

6
Why did the scientistsichoose to

WHEN HE TURNS INTO A WOLF

measure murders? Murders ARE COMMITTED

If the changes of

the moon have something to do with murders, they may have something to -do- with. all

violent acts. Does this mean we're all -a little moon, mad? No. But it IS TRUE

7
THAT THE WOLFMAN 'CELLS PEOPLE

Scientists
haVegoTrTilong time. that the moontpulls on the waters of the

earth.
8

The pull of.the moon MAKES THE WOLFNLAN KIT,T MAY PrOPT.r

This 'is wha ' is known as tides. The pull of the moon

HIM .D0 IT

-10 This/-stxonger--p-ull causes higher tides. Scientists also THINK HE DOES OTHER

BAD THINGS
And now this, study makes

rvt-sozie scie ts wonder. Could'` the pull of the moon TURN THE WOLFMAN CRAZY

? And could such changes 'make

certain people - or a people - More likely to be violent?

1' 14
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Everyone knows the story of the wolfman. When the moon was full, he WOULD

TURN INTOA MONSTER. WITH HAIR ALL OVER1

terrible things.

. And he did

'

Can the moon really make -people mean and does the moon ;really have something to

do with the way people act? Two scientists here at Miami's School of Medicine

HAVE INVESTIGATED THIS PROBLEMIL

They found that the moon does' seem' to.. affect the way people behave. Dr. Arnold Lieber

,

and Dr. Carolyn Sherih DID A STUDY

. They checked the dates of murders in the Miami area over a

15 year time period (19516170). They

WHE/\kTi-IERE WAS A FULL MOON

FOUND THAT THERE WERE MANY MURDERS

.

/
Then they studied the murders in the ClevelOnd (Ohio) area for a 13 year eriod

i ti

.,(1958-70). ',Their findings thee
WERE PRETTY MI THE SAME AS IN MIAMI .

5 6
.

r t

7

full moon. -i

. More ,inzurders took place at the time of the _n w-or

Why did the scientists choose to measure murders? Murders ARE KEPT IN

RECORD FORMS
If the changes of

the)moon have something to do with murders, they may have '.something to do with all

NITIGHT

violent acts. Does this mean we're all 'a little moon mad? No. But it

. MEAN THAT THE MOON COULD HAVE SOMETHING TO DO Willi VIOLENT ACTS

Scientists have known for 'e long time that the moon pulls.on the waters of the

earth: The.-. pull of the moon

'MURDERS .. This is what is known as tides. The pull. of the moon

EITITS ANn ATTsizs WATER TO RISE VERY HIGH AT TIME OF THE FULL -MOON

MIGHT HAVE SOMETHING TO DO WITH THE

This stronger pull causes higher tides. Scientists also ,STUDY HOW THIS IS

10 RELATED TO VIOLENCE
. 'And now this study makes

some scientists 'wonder. Could the pull of the imoon CAUSE PEOPLE 11'0 BE MORE

11

VIOLENT.
? And could such, -hanges make

:certain people or all people.'- more likely to be violent?
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SHEILA

Ev eryone knows the story of the wolfman. When the moon was full, he TURNED

INTO A WOLF
. And he did !

terrible things.

Can the moon really make people mean, and does the moon really have something *to

do with the way people act? ,Two scientists here at Miami's School of Medicine

STUDIED TO BE DOCTORS

They found hat the moon does seem to affect. the way people behave. Dr. Arnold Liebgt

7

and Dr. Carolyn Sherin WERE GOOD FRIENDS

15 year tim

5

.7

Rm.

They checked the dates of murders in the Miami area over a

eriod (1956-70). They
WERE TWO DOCTORS

Then they studied the murders in the Cleveland
(01iio) area for a 13 year period

(1958-70). Their findings there'
WERE LOOKING FOR

More murders took place at the time of the dew or

full moon -. 4

Why did the "scientists .choose to measure .murders? Murders ARE WHEN YOU

ICLL PEOPLE.
. If the changes of

-the Moon have ,something to Gio with murders, they may have something to do with a 1

violent acts. Does this mean we're all a little moon mad? No. But it IS NO

10

GOOD TO GET REALLY MAD

Scientists have, known fora long time that the moon pulls on the waters of the

.

The pull of ',the on MEPS THE MOON GOING AROUND THE 'EARTH .

.
This is \what -is known as tides. The. pull/ of the raoon

earth..

IS VERY STRONG

This stronger pull causes higher tides. Scientists also ARE VERY SIVV,RT PEOPLE

-

. And now t a study mikes

141

I 4
BE MADE STRO.N ER

some scientists wonder. Could the pull of the moon

? And could such changes make

certain people - or all people - more likely to be violent? O
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1 Op -In Category

011-_,In Number.

A

Poirits 3 0

1

2

*

4

5
*

8

9

10

11

Ir

*

12

Totals 0 3 18 1
0'

Pattern (5(i X or more in a category)
Interactive
Projectivd
Fragmented

GOP

41

22 5 0 2

4A

Total Raw Score .1\2

Possible Total Score.
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Op-In Category.
-f p Interactive . /Projective Fragmented

4

r.

0.! '11-11

0*--In Number

Points
2

kS

3
*

..

5

0

t °

*

9
*

10'

Pattern (50% or more in a category)

Interactive
Projective .

Prevented

38

44

tal Raw Score
ssible Total Score.
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Op-In Category

c

-In. Ntitiber

Points

Interactive Projective Fragmented

/ I ,I, ri ,
...._,

Z.
.0 0

.7. , 6 044 0 44 et.°) Z.' 0" °42

/ .4.43-

/.. 0AI 4 tll
-0 . '64 41 ail 0 .5C 4-0.

44 4 0 '4/ .,.
-k ,.Cii

A 4../ i.. ../ 44;' i51 QC?' 4.
0, i.. , 0 0. a'0 0 4'

..; 0 to Ct 4I. ,40

te rfl
.,44! ,z, ..4. -0 02 4-, . /0 i 0 ° 0 . 0 0 0 'it

\
)

\ f:q7444. i '441/, 44.'1' 141.1 4:46141(ii

0 0 .1., ,
kg it 0

47 '''Y % r"

If al
4. ft/ -,,e, . e °4/ I"*/

02 ,/ 44 4.40 i

AV 0 4.44
1

2

.

4

*

vY
*

/

9
t.1

*

10

re4

:0

Totals

Pattern (50% or more in ;s'. category)

.)
InteractiVe. ':

. \ ProjectiVe
Fragmented 1

0

19

44 .

I

Total Raw. Score.

Possible fotar:ScOre


